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In 2010, more than 66,000 seals were barbarically killed in the Canadian
seal slaughter—the largest commercial massacre of marine mammals
on Earth. YOU can help make this cruel slaughter history!
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Every year, the Canadian government allows
sealers to beat and skin hundreds of
thousands of seals for their fur. These babies
—many of whom are only weeks old—are shot or have their
skulls smashed in. To avoid damaging the fur, sealers routinely hook the seals in the eye,
cheek, or mouth and drag them across the ice, sometimes while they are still conscious.
Many seals are not killed right away, and they frequently suffer prolonged deaths and may
even be skinned alive.

Visit CanadasShame.com to learn more ways to help.
E-mail peta2@peta2.com or text INFO to 73822 for
more information.*
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In 2010, more than 66,000 seals were barbarically killed during the slaughter—a decrease
from previous years’ numbers. More than 300,000 seals were slated to be killed, but most
were spared as international outrage against the seal slaughter rose and the price of seal
fur plummeted. You can help convince the Canadian government to ban this bloody and
gruesome slaughter once and for all. YOU can help make this cruel slaughter history.
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Please send polite comments to Prime Minister
Stephen Harper asking him to end the seal slaughter
once and for all:
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The Right Honourable Stephen Harper
Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington St.
Ottawa, ON
Canada K1A 0A2
pm@pm.gc.ca
613-992-4211
613-941-6900 (fax)
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*Message and data rates may apply. Full texting terms at peta2.com.
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